SM Reine’s printable reading list

The Descent Series (Descentverse #1)

aka Elise and James’s series

☐ Death’s Hand
☐ The Darkest Gate
☐ Dark Union
☐ Damnation Marked
☐ Dire Blood
☐ Defying Fate
☐ Paradise Damned
☐ Deadly Hearts (short story)
☐ Death Scream (short story)
☐ Dying Night (short story)

Seasons of the Moon (Descentverse #2)

aka Rylie and Seth’s series

☐ Six Moon Summer
☐ All Hallows’ Moon
☐ Long Night Moon
☐ Gray Moon Rising
The Cain Chronicles (Descentverse #3)

*aka Rylie, Seth, and Abel's Series*

- New Moon Summer
- Blood Moon Harvest
- Moon of the Terrible
- Red Rose Moon
- Darkmoon
- Of Wings and Wolves
- Alpha Moon (short story)

Preternatural Affairs (Descentverse #4)

*aka Cèsar's series*

- Witch Hunt
- Silver Bullet
- Hotter Than Helltown
- Shadow Burns
- Deadly Wrong
- Ashes and Arsenic
- Once Darkness Falls
- Bitter Thirst
- The Road to Helltown
- Wretched Wicked (Prequel Novella)
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Tarot Witches (Descentverse #5)

*aka the sexy series*

- Caged Wolf
- Forbidden Witches
- Winter Court
- Summer Court

The Ascension Series (Descentverse #6)

*aka Elise and Rylie’s team-up series*

- Sacrificed in Shadow
- Oaths of Blood
- Ruled by Steel
- Caged in Bone
- Lost in Prophecy
- Torn by Fury
- Sins of Eden
- The Second Coming (an online novel)

War of the Alphas (Descentverse #7)

*aka Deirdre and Stark’s series*

- Omega
- Beta
- Alpha
- Pas
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The Mage Craft Series (Descentverse #8)

*aka Marion and Seth’s series*

- Cast in Angelfire
- Cast in Hellfire
- Cast in Faefire
- Cast in Balefire
- Cast in Godfire

Dana McIntyre Must Die (Descentverse #9)

- Drawing Dead
- Kill Game
- Cashing Out
- Suicide Queen

A Fistful of Daggers (Descentverse #10)

*aka Lincoln’s series*

- Lonesome Paladin
- Spellsmoke
- Hell’s Hinges
- The Spellslinger
- Young Swords
- The Last Guardian
Artifact Hunters (Descentverse #11)

*aka Cage and Brigid's series*

- Race of Thieves
- Reign of Monsters
- Rise of Heroes

Tarot Witches: The Raven Knights Saga (Descentverse #12)

*aka the sexy witches come back as faeries*

- Knave of Blades
- Priest of Skulls
- Empress of Glass
- King of Titans